Daventry Cycle Network

Key
- Roads that are normally hazardous for cyclists, but experienced adult cyclists may find them useful especially in poor weather conditions.
- Busy principal roads with high speeds, KGVs and complete junctions. Suitable for highly skilled commuting cyclists.
- Busy roads with lower speeds, some complicated traffic movements. A medium to high level of skill is required for mixed zone cycling.
- Through routes with moderate traffic and usually the quieter, better lit sections. Good for evening or early morning commuting.
- Quiet roads with low traffic speed and volume. Suitable for all cyclists behaving responsibly if they have some training.

Notes:
- Pedestrian streets.
- Cycle track/path or bridleway with tarmac, stone or all-weather surfaces, or called a cycle 'track.
- Bridleway or other path with soft surface. May be unsuitable for cycling, especially on a bike other than a mountain bike.
- Cycle shop (see notes for contact details)
- Cycle parking
- Tarmac crossing
- Residential
- Industrial
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